First Steps for ISPs
The first steps for ISPs to take today, do not involve planning IPv6 rollout or even testing IPv6 in the lab. Many users on the IPv4 Internet are
already using IPv6 today through various types of tunneling schemes. For the past few years, many new computers (Apple PCs, Solaris servers,
Linux servers) have had IPv6 support installed by default. Devices like the Apple Airport WiFi gateway already set up 6to4 relay tunnels for IPv6
devices on end user networks.
So the first step to take is to make sure that your network facilitates the use of these tunneling technologies. There are three separate steps to
take.
See IPv6 Transition Mechanism for a comparison of the various IPv6 Transition mechanisms, outside of providing native connectivity.

Get IPv6 Transit
If you are going to get, or have your own IPv6 allocation from ARIN, you will either have a large network yourself and peer with everybody, or you
will need to get Transit (i.e., an upstream ISP). See IPv6 Transit Providers for ISPs who are offering IPv6 Transit possibilities in the various parts
of the world.
Like IPv4 Transit, you will most likely want to have at least two upstream providers over diverse paths to ensure that either of them goes down
that the other can take over. If you only have one upstream, you may simply have static routes to direct IPv6 traffic to you, and a default route
outbound. If you have two upsteam, you will use BGP to announce routes, and can either set up a separate BGP session for your IPv6 route, or
add your IPv6 route to your IPv4 BGP session.
If your IPv6 connectivity is different than your IPv4 connectivity, be careful when sizing the bandwidth needed. Even though today IPv6 traffic is
fairly minimal for pretty much everyone, it has the potential to grow quickly now that more stuff comes with IPv6 support out of the box. If someone
then adds an AAAA record to a service that generates a lot of traffic, a noticeable amount of traffic can move from IPv4 to IPv6 over night. You'll
want to be able to add additional bandwidth on fairly short notice or else supplement the native IPv6 access with an IPv6 tunnel over your IPv4
access connection to the upstream who provides IPv6 service.

Setup a peering with GRH
Setup peering with GRH and provide your routing tables to the system. This tool allows you to see easily which prefixes you are missing in your
network and where you might want to improve IPv6 Transit. It also provide the community with a look into the quality of your network and ability to
have a shot of debugging when something looks wrong.

Consider Transition Options
Setup A 6to4 Relay
This allows your customers to use your globally registered IPv4 addresses to create a globally unique /48 prefix in the
reserved 6to4 prefix 2002::/16 This makes the site behind the IPv4 address able to communicate
using IPv6. The method is even workable across NAT devices since it leverages your network addresses, not the customers.
First, you might want to review RFC's 3056 and 3068. Also, it would be good to read your router vendor's documentation on 6to4 relays because
you set up the 6to4 relay service on routers which respond to the 6to4 anycast address assigned in RFC 3068.
A complete description of 6to4, how to setup clients (in case you don't want the automatic configuration) and how to setup a 6to4 Relay in
different platforms, is available at The IPv6 Portal.
Check the following pages for more details on specific vendors:
Cisco 6to4 Relay Service
Juniper 6to4 Relay Service
Linux or BSD 6to4 Relays
Configure 6to4 relay service on two well-connected IPv6-enabled routers in your network and make sure you see a route to the 192.88.99.1
address propagated in your IGP.
Assuming you have already configured your normal IPv6 connectivity then don't forget to route 2002::/16 and sprinkle some "redistribute
connected" over your favorite routing protocols.
If you want to run a public gateway, announce 192.88.99.0/24 and
2002::/16 over BGP.

No need to do tunneling at leaf nodes (i.e., ones where all the traffic goes into one direction) and if you have at least two in your network one
location can be backup for another, so then one per location would be enough. If I had some old 7200s lying around I'd use those, in locations
where replacing drives isn't a huge deal a BSD box (Linux if you insist) would be a good choice because they give you a bigger CPU for your
money.
But doing it on non-dedicated routers is fine as well as long as you're sure an excess of IPv6 traffic isn't going to cause problems.
Here is a list of ISPs currently announcing a 6to4 prefix. Add yourself to the list after you start announcing one.

Setup a Teredo Relay
Teredo is an alternative IPv6 transition technology specifically for providing IPv6 connectivity behind a NAT device by using UDP tunneling. The
protocol is described in RFC 4380. ISPs should run a Teredo Relay to optimize IPv6 connectivity for Teredo clients accessing the ISPs native
IPv6 hosts. Establishing a local relay does not require any modification of Teredo clients - Teredo relay discovery is built-in to the protocol.
Teredo client functionality is built-in to Windows. Macintosh and UNIX systems can use Miredo.
Microsoft Teredo Overview
Brief description of Teredo tunneling
FreeBSD Teredo Relay Setup

Setup A Tunnel Broker
Tunnel Brokers can be set up using a variety of different software, including Microsoft Windows. RFC 3053 defines the role of a tunnel broker.
Here are some pointers to various HowTo documents.
OpenVPN Howto
Buy and install Gateway6 from Hexago
The CSELT Tunnel Broker software, ipv6tb, is widely advertised on the web at [and http://carmen.ipv6.tilab.com/] however I was not able
to reach either of the two sites. If anyone succeeds, please edit this page.
SixXS can provide a gratis Tunnel Broker in your own network, one only needs to provide hardware, power and connectivity, define a
policy on who can use it. Custom web/console interfaces and API's are available on request. Contact them for more information.
The IPv6 Portal has a list of Tunnel Brokers around the world.
Tunnelbroker.net provides a free Tunnel Broker service. Registration & management via web form. Example configurations and forums
provided.
Note that some Tunnel Brokers require that you have your own address space from your RIR and arrange, setup and maintain routing
and transit, which leads to the biggest advantage over 6to4/Teredo: the network it is in your control, not in the control of others.

Advise Your Customers
Tell you customers what you have set up and point them to some resources that explain how to best make use of 6to4, Teredo and tunnel
brokers. In addition, let them know about the Customer problems that could occur and provide some advice on how to address these problems.
Hurricane Electric in April 2008, sent out this notice to their customers about IPv6.
Configuration guides for many different operating systems are available at The IPv6 Portal.

Work Toward Native IPv6
After you have accomplished this, it is time to begin the planning and education process which will result in offering native IPv6 Internet access
services at all PoPs where you currently offer IPv4 Internet access. You will need to run dual-stack on your backbone and servers, and will need
to push IPv6 all the way to the edge. Here are some pages which will help with that.
Implementing Dual Stack
Educating Yourself about IPv6
Planning IPv6 Deployment
Designing an IPv6 Lab Environment
DNS and Naming Issues
Troubleshoot IPv6 Issues
Implementing 6PE
Investigate Middleboxes
Article on ISP IPv6 planning

